In the Footsteps of the Boleyns
ACTIVITIES TO ACCOMPANY
LADY ALICE’S DIARY & FILM

You are someone from the city of Norwich who was there
the day Queen Elizabeth went into Norwich Cathedral.
Describe who you are and what you are wearing. Are you
rich or poor? Write about what it was like in the Cathedral
for that service.
At the drawings below. What are the people doing?
Are they rich or poor? How can you tell?

Do you think the lady in the picture here
might be Queen Elizabeth the First?

Decorate this wooden trunk that is
to be taken on the Queen’s Progress
to Norwich. Perhaps you can draw
shapes or patterns on it that look
like wooden carving?
What is she taking with her?
Draw some items inside the trunk!

Have you noticed that the date of her birth on this picture says 1507! Historians
now believe it was likely to have been 1501, but no one knows for sure!

Research more about Anne Boleyn and write about her.
Read the poems on the picture sheet — can you write one about her
or Queen Elizabeth her daughter?

FOOD!

Draw some main course
foods and puddings for
rich people to eat in a
banquet meal, on this
table.

You could have a go at
drawing a roasted swan!

Design a pendant necklace for Lady Alice.
Research gem stones such as: rubies, pearls, diamonds, emeralds, sapphires and

Is it going to be made
of gold or silver?

You could design matching ear rings too, or a matching ring for a rich man to
wear.

Hunting and fighting with bows and arrows was
popular.
Arrows were often decorated with feathers,
and patterns.
Can you decorate these arrows?

At parties, rich people often put decorated masks on their faces. If a lady liked a
particular gentleman, she could talk to him without him knowing who she was! Can you
decorate this mask? You could design your own mask to fit your face size. Cut it out, put
it on a stick or thread elastic through it to disguise yourself!

